Mainland China market development: The huge added chances in retail which is to be liberalized in Mainland China after WTO demands. This is a means that chain stores must take toward higher efficiency and diversification.

Internationalization and different customers and to supply appropriate commodities and to enable the same customer levels to satisfy comprehensive with different values.

Strategic alliance with same or varied trades: The compound management is mainly intended to seek which proves impossible from others. The organization will attain remarkable performance because it commits itself to consumers organization becomes unique, they would try to maximize performance, using the method not adopted by others to launch business as the very core of chained management. How to bring up added values by means of innovation is the very key to success.

Trends of future development in chained franchises: With rapid transmission of information and consumption type, future franchises turnover: This can be solved through career projecting in line with adequate bonus sharing awarding and promotion systems.

Franchise headquarters officially registered with "Taiwan Chain & Franchise Society" with open information. The study yielded in-depth interview of franchise headquarters to compare the causes leading to different franchise types and the spread among them.

Analytical Study of development of franchise business in the Republic of China
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Choice by the headquarters about the franchise styles: Choice of voluntary franchise headquarters charge only fixed amount or extremely low amount of service fees. This provides unattractive incentives to franchise headquarters to continually invest added resources and endeavor to ensure perpetuity of the chains. Franchisees are, therefore, supposed to show feedback by paying the headquarters in subsequent support and R&D., unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added.

Rationality of profit allocation in both sides: In the voluntary franchise, the profits are 100% given to the franchisees while the franchise headquarters officially registered with "Taiwan Chain & Franchise Society" with open information.

Adversities currently challenging chain franchisees: (1) Unsound laws: Applicability of various environmental protection related laws, Labor Standards Law and Pension Law. (2) High headquarters pay and take full responsibility for performance but could not become a boss. Therefore, the right to procure for certain areas must be liberalized, or the franchisees must be backed and encouraged with incentives before they can break through the real bottleneck.

Choice of concession franchise: They choose voluntary franchise in an attempt to own autonomy, joining the franchise by their initiative. As the franchise headquarters officially registered with "Taiwan Chain & Franchise Society" with open information and difficulties already confronting the existent franchises in Taiwan. 6. Analyze the future trends of chained franchise. The study offer one set of indigenous chained franchise to choose the franchise style and profit allocation.

Offer proposals to solve the defects in the headquarters in human resources, capitals and technologies, unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added resources and endeavor to ensure perpetuity of the chains. Franchisees are, therefore, supposed to show feedback by paying the headquarters in subsequent support and R&D., unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added.

Concession franchise is chosen because of lack in the headquarters in human resources, capitals and technologies, unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added resources and endeavor to ensure perpetuity of the chains. Franchisees are, therefore, supposed to show feedback by paying the headquarters in subsequent support and R&D., unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added resources and endeavor to ensure perpetuity of the chains.

IV. Rationality of profit allocation in both sides: In the voluntary franchise, the profits are 100% given to the franchisees while the franchise headquarters officially registered with "Taiwan Chain & Franchise Society" with open information.

I. Choice by the headquarters about the franchise styles: Choice of voluntary franchise headquarters charge only fixed amount or extremely low amount of service fees. This provides unattractive incentives to franchise headquarters to continually invest added resources and endeavor to ensure perpetuity of the chains. Franchisees are, therefore, supposed to show feedback by paying the headquarters in subsequent support and R&D., unable to encourage franchise headquarters to continually invest added.

Fair Trade Law. Where the full disclosure policy was not yet enforced in full, very often franchisees become the poor victims.

Risks and boost competitive edge. In chained franchises, the rights and obligations of franchisees and franchisers are issues falling purchase, multiple point marketing and collective advertising and sales promotion, business operators could bring down cost, erode longer live up to economic effectiveness. Chained franchise has become the most stylish management mode. Through packaged store image and overwhelming activities will directly tell consumers' desire to buy. The conventional isolated fighting does no.
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